Comments about chapter 28 by Thomas Wolfgram
The Absorbent Mind – Chapter 28 by Maria Montessori – Soft Compassion for those most at risk, asking for adult
discipline in the age 0-6 process. She sees our future in the child’s education. No Choice but to start first things first
as soon as possible. Read the whole book to retain our equity and give our children justice.
This copy is for personal use on the website by Tom Wolfgram, it is not published
Our adult actions when being observed by children are better (more goodness).
This is the way to agreement for our treatment of age 0-6 children. Put a prophet and a poet In front of a politician,
because they have been at work forever on the subject of Compassion, Love and Children. Fire the politician.

Utopia or Hell !!! Pick a target for the local community. Reading Rooms on every
other block or create the gated houses and paths with guards.
Our only way forward is with the energy and love that surrounds a child. How important is it to make progress with
each generation of children? We inclusively know what is right for the age 0-6 child! Who does not want to make the
best 7 year old child possible before politics, government and greed takes its toll!
What we do with the children, first things first, holds us together for the next generation. OR, brings us disorder and
destruction unit by unit. Repeating and repeating we can lose freedom if we neglect or lose the 99% literacy link in the
order of the child’s development expected to advance society for the adult.

A child will absorb whatever exists from the adults in his location. The child does not see good or bad at age 0-6. The
child’s link to literacy and order in the USA should give us pause to consider the hell we are willing to pay in our
children’s blood for our neglect to deliver early equal readiness.

A New Attitude
The attitude gap discussed by a prominent educator on the national level would be right on.
Without question. If it were about changing attitudes First Thing First. Everything would be
different if there was no GAP starting in kindergarten. http://www.principalkafele.com/video-clips/184/
•95% of the people on the street would be able to agree to this. Watch this quick draw about a child attitude, based on
a parent’s attitude. http://youtu.be/GcgN0lEh5IA
•All People on the street try to do first things first, when possible. If it is truly first things first why does it not get first
money. Help our nation think through this to a new attitude of growth that cannot be stopped. That would mean the
reform of attitude is downright plain and simple Socratic. Meaning the start to this will be challenged with many
questions to get to the best. I propose this start. http://www.usavaluescoupons.com/absorbent-mind-maria-montessori/

•I propose the school district publish this to its citizens and start asking how to get there without a tax increase and at
worst a bridge loan that is paid back from savings. http://www.usa-positive-expectations.com/support-files/maria.pdf How would that be possible,
how can that be made to happen?
•Do not copy this PDF, Instead buy the book.

•Do not concern yourself with the federal and state structures in Early Learning. They do not present a complete
solution and will be improved upon based on demonstrations. This thought proposal goes into place right along side
the rules and regulations but above the law.
•Caution – This is meant to be Socratic and is fully supported by prominent thoughts. On one hand chapter 28 seems
utopian but our nation has hell to pay if we do not come together for the digital age. We have our best chance of
coming together with a focus on the children age 0-6 readiness to just be age 7.
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Utopia on earth -- an ideal and perfect place or state where everyone lives in harmony
and life is about the child’s growth and the best future.
Hell on earth – a miserable and agonizing place or state where everyone lives for
oneself and the child’s growth is not about the good, better and best of everything in
the future, but rather the child learns misery from the adult ways it absorbs.
School districts -- are struck in between these book ends because those most at risk
are cycling generation by generation to more most at risk. There is growing
compassion that does not break the cycles. ……… Soon utopia will have to go behind
closed and locked doors………..
A new way or attitude in some light of compassion, with more courage, discipline,
responsibility, commitment and work of love with the children before age 6 would still
be agreeable to most. As long as the child is not slowed from accelerating the new
learning, media and communication available now and growing in the future.
Districts can do this locally without more state or federal regulation. Accelerate the
bottoms up ready to read focus on 100% of the most at risk children.
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The Absorbent Mind – Chapter 28 by Maria Montessori –
Soft Compassion for those most at risk, asking for discipline
in the process. She sees our future in the child’s education.
Best to start first things first as soon as possible. Read the
whole book to retain our equity and give our children justice.

This copy is for personal use
on the website by Tom
Wolfgram, it is not published

This is the way to agreement for our treatment of age 0-6 children. Put a prophet and a poet
In front of a politician because they have been at work forever on the
subject of Love and Children. Our adult actions
when being observed by children are better.

Utopia or Hell !!! Pick a target on earth. Reading Rooms on every
other block or createthe gated houses with guards.

Our only way forward, past our death, is with the child. How important is it to make progress
with each generation of children? We know what is right for the age 0-6 child ! To make the
best 7 year old child possible before politics and government and greed takes its toll!

Ditto

What we do with the children, first things first,
holds us together for the next generation. OR,
brings us disorder and destruction unit by unit.
Repeating and repeating we can lose freedom if we
neglect or lose the 99% literacy link in the order of
the child advancing society for the adult. The
child’s link to literacy and order (because it is
needed for every discipline and vocation in the USA
should give us pause to consider why it is
acceptable to leave it to chance.

Love is unconditional giving , like the one on
one effort needed to provide the tools to
language and literacy learning. Our children,
as early as they are prepared to use the tools
will build themselves for self, parents and
society. To not provide the tools as early as
needed is missing the point of first thing first.

As a side note to the community. Decide what to do
with these secular positive virtues and values, but you
can not ignore them. They become less valuable as they
are made more relative.
Each message is supported
by multiple sources of
stories.

